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Abstract 
The Yogyakarta earthquake on 27th May 2006 has caused many damaged building, including Trajumas Hall in the 
Sultan’s Palace of Yogyakarta. The destruction of this hall by the earthquake, therefore, was quite surprising since 
many buildings with similar shape; size and structural system nearby were in good condition. Kraton or the Sultan’s 
Palace of Yogyakarta—a royal compound consisting of around a hundred timber structured buildings—remained 
intact except one, Trajumas Hall which was totally collapsed during the earthquake. One explanation for the fragile 
state of this building was the previous conservation of Trajumas hall was carried out haphazardly causing the 
wakening of many construction joints. 
In this paper, the investigation result shows several reasons that make it collapse were: 1) Recoding of building 
structural ruins was not appropriate, 2) Lack of knowledge of traditional building construction details, 3) The use of 
substitute materials in the reconstruction process does not consider material mechanic aspects.  
The knowledge of traditional building construction details should be carefully considered since one significant detail 
may cause major changes in the entire plan. Detailed documentation including the reasoning for some significant 
decision in a conservation process is very importance since it will give understanding on the future conservation 
process and for the treatment of other similar buildings. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
In May 2006, a tectonic earthquake on 5.9 Richter hit Yogyakarta causing severe damage in the 
southern part of this region. Kraton or the Sultan’s Palace of Yogyakarta—a royal compound consisting 
of around a hundred timber structured buildings—remained intact except one, Trajumas Hall which was 
totally collapsed during the earthquake. Like most of large-scale buildings in the Kraton, this rectangular 
hall was built in pendapa style building with three-tiered roof, which was supported by wooden pillars 
with no walls.  
The destruction of this hall by the earthquake, therefore, was quite surprising since many buildings 
with similar shape; size and structural system nearby were in good condition. One explanation for the 
fragile state of this building was the previous conservation of Trajumas hall was carried out haphazardly 
causing the wakening of many construction joints.  Three years later the Government decided to 
reconstruct this 250-year old building after producing a reconstruction plan a year before. 
Figure 1: Trajumas Hall before earthquake (Suwito 2009) Figure 2: Trajumas Hall after earthquake (Suwito 2009) 
Figure 3: Trajumas Hall before reconstruction Figure 4: Trajumas Hall after reconstruction (Prihatmaji 2010) 
During the reconstruction process, however, a number of significant remains were observed closely 
causing major changes in the structural system and construction details of the reconstructed building. 
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2. Timber Structure of Trajumas Hall 
Trajumas hall timber structures have been built by using typical timber character traits integrated together. 
Thick column and beam, joints of column-tie beam, and bracket complexes are typical examples of the 
character traits, and are the most important structural elements. The columns are set on top of base stones, 
with column mortise embedment in stone tenon. At the top of the columns there are bracket complexes to 
support heavy roof, and beams are used to tie columns together at couple levels of height using clamp 
system with wooden dowels. 
Trajumas hall was built in Javanese architectural type known as Limasan Trajumas Sinom Lambang 
Gantung. This name suggests its type of form and structure. Limasan means hipped roof, Trajumas 
denotes a structural composition with six main pillars (saka guru), Sinom means a building with three 
tiered roof, while Lambang Gantung signifies its roof composition with the lower roof is hung on the 
upper most roof. Each of the three levels has four roof sheet (empyak) on its four sides. The upper most 
tier of roof is called brunjung, the middle is penanggap and the lowest is called penitih. The empyak of 
these roofs consists of an array of rafters made rigid by wooden planks serving as ceiling with tenons on 
both tips of each rafter are pushed into mortises cut on larger beam (blandar lumajang) serving as frame 
of the empyak.
Figure 5: Detail of the Brunjung Roof with Lambang Gantung joint in cross section (Suwito 2009) 
In this types there are eight short hang columns (saka bentung) functioning as hangers of long beams 
to the brunjung. Four hang columns are hung on four tips of (dudur), and four others are hung on rafter 
(usuk pandedel) that were located in the middle of ceiling in the top (empyak brunjung) with bigger 
dimension than rafter (Suwito 2009). All tips of veranda rafter (usuk penanggap) have their upper tip 
pushed inside beam (blandar lumajang).
The hang columns are composite construction using both wood and steel. To prevent ceiling 
deflection or beams (blandar pamanjang) to bend, both of longer beam (blandar lumajang pamanjang)
and shorter beam (blandar lumajang panyelak) are inserted steel bars at certain places that are connected 
to rafter on the top (usuk brunjung-gajah). The most unique component is that all the tips of the rafter of 
veranda (usuk penanggap) are placed inside higher than beams (blandar lumajang).
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3. Reconstruction Chronology of Trajumas Hall 
During the reconstruction process and its preceding archeological observation and excavation we 
realized that Trajumas Hall had experienced many repairing, strengthening, conservation and even 
rebuilding process. The observation on the collapsed building and some photographic research suggested 
that there were at least two major conservation works done in the twentieth century. The first 
conservation was carried out in the 1930-ies during the reign of Sultan Hamengkubuwana VIII (r. 1921-
1939) and the second one was in the 1980-ies during the reign of Sultan Hamengkubuwana IX (r. 1939-
1988). 
3.1. The First Conservation 
The first conservation or rebuilding had enlarged the floor plan of this hall by about 30 centimeters on 
each side. Excavation on the floor of this hall revealed its older size and level. This enlargement was only 
carried out on the floor covered by the lowest level of the roof (panitih). The consequence of the 
increasing size of the floor was the enlargement of the roof and the shift of the position of the peripheral 
columns (saka emper).  
3.2. Second Conservation 
Without changing the form and size of this hall, the second conservation primarily involved the 
reinforcement of some joints and removal of some dilapidated portions of construction members. This 
work, however, was carried out without considering some principles of construction in Javanese 
traditional architecture. Rafter tenons previously pushed into mortises on blandar lumajang beam at that 
time were cut and these rafters were placed on the beam as in modern or Western construction system, 
and the mortises then were filled with recine. Some tenons at the bottom of the column which previously 
placed in the mortises pierced on the stone foundation (umpak) were cut, apparently because of the 
decaying condition of these portions. 
4. Reconsidering the Structural System during Conservation 
During the conservation process of Trajumas Hall, a number of findings led us to reconsider the 
structural system of this building expanding the knowledge on the principles and variety of Javanese 
traditional building. 
4.1. Roof
Roof is a primary element determining the type of a Javanese traditional building just as columns in 
Western Classical architecture. Limasan type roof is one of the most common type found in a Javanese 
house. However, its complicated structural arrangement and joinery can only be constructed in royal 
circles.
Prior to the reconstruction work in 2009 an enigmatic piece was found causing major changes in the 
roof plan of the hall set up in the Conservation Plan produced in 2008. This special piece was a beam with 
a row of through mortise serving as a upper beam to frame the lower roof (penitih) and secured the upper 
tenons of the rafters of this roof.  
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In Javanese tradition there are two types of rafter arrangement. First is the so called fishbone rafter 
arrangement (usuk ri gereh) with rafters are placed parallel to one another. Second is the radiant rafter 
arrangement (usuk peniyung) as suggested by its name the rafters in this system are placed in radiant 
fashion. 
blandar lumajang
takir
usuk
(rafter)
dudur
(hip rafter)
blandar lumajang
takir
usuk
(rafter)
dudur
(hip rafter)
Figure 6: Usuk peniyung (left) and usuk ri gereh (right) 
Before the earthquake the rafters of the upper (brunjung) and middle (penanggap) roofs were in   
radiant arrangements but the lower roof (penitih) had fishbone arrangement for its rafters. However, 
looking closer at the shape of the mortises of this particular piece we may identify that prior to the 
enlargement of the hall in 1930-ies the rafters were most likely placed in different arrangement. The 
shape of the mortises were paralelogram with different angles and only at the middle of the beam the 
mortises were in rectangular shape. This finding indicated that previously the rafters of this room were in 
radiant arrangement rather than fishbone arrangement as we found. Perhaps change in the rafter 
arrangement was carried out at that time because the radiant arrangement required longer rafters 
especially those placed around the corner of the roof flanking the hip rafters (dudur).  
Another feature of this special beam is that these holes are through mortises rather than blind mortises. 
This fact means that this beam hold the upper ends of the rafters of the lower roof as well as the lower end 
of of the rafters of the middle roof. Prior to the earthquake the lower and the middle roof were joined in 
Lambang Sari connection which means that the upper ends of the rafters of lower roof as well were hold 
by a lower beam (takir) and the lower end of the rafters in the middle roof were secured by an upper beam 
(blandar lumajang). The first beam were placed above the second and both were secured with some 
wooden pegs.  
These through mortises however showed that the lower and the middle roof were previously placed 
continuously rather than interrupted with Lambang Sari joint. The number of mortises in this beam also 
indicated the same number of rafters on the middle and the lower roof, unlike in the Conservation Plan 
which refer to the last condition with different number of rafters on both roofs.  
The decision to put the rafters on the beam rather than push their ends into the beam apparently 
contributed to the weakening of the construction joints in the roof causing severe damage when hit by 
lateral forces as in the earthquake. .  
4.2. Columns and Foundation 
The number of columns of this hall were apparently the same since the erection of this building since 
its number were governed by the building type of Limasan Trajumas. In this type the building had six 
main pillars (saka guru) supporting the upper roof (brunjung) at the center. This central structure was 
surrounded by twenty secondary columns (saka rawa) supporting the middle roof (penanggap) and 
twenty eight peripheral columns (saka emper) supporting the lower roof (penitih). 
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Figure 7: The floor and umpak of Trajumas hall after the earthquake (Sektiadi, 2006) 
Excavation and observation showed a number of facts. First was the enlargement of the lower roof as 
indicated by the outward shift of peripheral columns. Second the weakening of the joint between column 
and foundation occurred in previous conservation due to haphazard decision to cut the tenons of some 
timber columns. This decision was proven fatal in the earthquake. Without tenons to secure the position 
of these columns on the foundation, the structural system was unable to resist lateral forces of the 
earthquake. These columns then easily slipped over the foundation causing the total collapse of this hall.   
Third was the finding of some substructure reinforcement underneath the central portion of this hall. 
Each column in this hall was placed above a small stone foundation (umpak) buried only about five 
centimeters below the floor surface made of rammed earth. The excavation revealed some brick masonry 
placed about a meter below the surface of the central part apparently serving as substructure 
reinforcement below the main columns of this hall. The position of this masonry however was not directly 
below the current position of the umpak but slightly eastward about forty centimeters. This fact led us to a 
speculation that the position of this hall were at least once moved westward to the position as we found 
now.  
Fourth, it was also discovered during the excavation that the level of the floor had been raised at least 
three times with different covering. The lowest level, therefore the earliest was about eighty centimeters 
below the current level of the floor and some forty centimeters lower than the current elevation of the 
ground. This fact suggests a radical hypothesis since if we accept the lowest level as the earliest condition 
means not only the ground around this hall was once raised and the hall was rebuilt to match the new 
elevation but the entire main part of the Sultan’s palace also experienced the same. This was possible 
since buildings with timber structure were relatively easy to move and rebuild.  
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5. Conclusions 
Lessons derived from the destruction and reconstruction of Trajumas hall are:  
1) The knowledge of traditional building construction details should be carefully considered since one 
significant detail may cause major changes in the entire plan,  
2) Detailed documentation including the reasoning for some significant decision in a conservation 
process is very importance since it will give understanding on the future conservation process and for 
the treatment of other similar buildings.  
3) A comprehensive survey and research to the entire palace is necessary to understand the prior or 
initial condition of these buildings and their environment.  
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